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23 Forfeits Mark Boxing
hvtraihiirals' First Week

Panthers
By 808 VOSBURG

Intramural boxing want rolling along last night, with nine men
chalking-up victories, and eight' more winning by forfeits. This
brought the total of forfeits to 23 in three nights’ action.

Dick Chominski, of Theta Kappa Phi, opened , the evening’s
doings by . swinging his way to a decision over. Carl Corson, of Pi
Kappa Phi. It was a 155-pcund match', in which Chominski, the tall-
er of the two, overpowered Cor-isen with looping windmill wal-
lops,
: In the second fight’, a 145-pound

ba.tie, Joe Musial; an independ-
ent, beat; Charles Kochanwoski,
also fighting 'independently. Mu-
sal , held the edge most of the
way, and bothered his opponent
with sweeping left hooks to the
face.

John Haines, of Kappa Delta
Rho, in another 155-pound match,
survived a bloody nose and two
journeys to - the ’ canvas to ton
Bob Pascuzzi, Alpha Phi Delta. It
was a wild, free-swinging colli-
sion, in which both boys hit the
floor, Haines twice and Pascuzzi
once. ' .’ , •

Dick Zucker, of Phi Sigma Del-ta, arid Bob Jackson, of Phi Gam-
ma Delta, put on the best show of
the evening,, in their 165-pound
clash. Zucker, slugging with both
fists, rocked Jackson 'often' with
hard blows to'the'jaw: Jackson,
fighting gamely for two rounds,
weakened in the final canto, and
was content to. hang on the rest
of the way.

State Played In
*23. Rose Bowl

Did Penn State ever play in the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Calif.?

Contrary to most students’ opin-
ions, the answer is. yes." It was
back in 1923 on NevV Year’s Day
that Coach Hugo Bezdek’s red hot
squad met Southern California in
the Rose Bowl, and went down to
defeat, 14-3. That. climaxed ' a
thrilling 6-3-1 season in 1922
which saw the Nittany Lion’s
winning streak halted at 31 con-
secutive games. After winning the
first six in ’22 to bring the total
to- 31, the Lions were beaten- by
Navy and Pitt, 14-0, Penn, 7-6,
and held to a scoreless tie by Syr-
acuse.

"In' the last bout of the evening.
Steve MeiseL of Alpha Epsilon
Pi, took a - 165-pound decision
from Tom Eastland, of Phi Kappa
■Psi.-It was a wild-swinging affair,
in which Meisel put on a last-
minute spurt to come through on
top.

Walt Tegtmeyer, of Sigma Phi,
and Walter Schumacher, of Pi
Kappa Alpha, rnet in a 155-pound
bout, in which Tegtmeyer copped
the verdict. It lacked the luster
of the preceding fight, and pro-
duced lots of swinging! fists, but
few direct hits. .

'

The eight men who won by q
forfeit were Jack Dux, Sigma v[
Phi Epsilon; Dave Colton; Tau A
Kappa Epsilon; John Pisano, v
Theta Xi; Dick Stanley, Alpha Q
Gamma Rho; Bud Stetler, Sigma 2
Chi; John Flaugh, Phi Gamma A
Delta; Larry Faber, Theta Kappa A
Phi'; and Bob Young, Phi Delta A
Theta. U

In a 175-pound match Thursday f\night, Russ Taptich, of Theta Xi. W
beat Bob Morton,' of Sigma Alpha (\
Epsilon. ■ It was erroneously re-
ported in yesterday’s . Colle? (i
that Morton had won. A

The next fight, a -155-pounder,
produced a good-looking perform-
er in shifty. Lazarus. LeMori, of
Alpha Phi Alpha, who .baffled
Tom- Anderson, of Phi Gamma
Delta. LeMon, a shifty boxer, toy-
ed with his larger opponent, mak-
ing . him . miss frequently while
putting his own right- hook to
good use.
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\ jit’s why we suggest:

Favored Over Lions
(Continued from page, one)

and the Pittsburgh mentor'Len
Cassanova. Both are in their, first
years at the helm,

ule. The'Lions, although' not play-
ing'a: comparable schedule, enter
the fray .‘with a season’s mark of
four Wins,- three losses, and a tie.

'Passing Duel ExpectedNeither team-has used -T-for-
mation before this season.- both
schools being recognized as two
of the leading proponents of- the
single-wing up .until -now. Cas-
anova, however, introduced the T
this season, while Engle has supT

planted the single-wing with the
winged-T.

With a completely new set of
officials being announced-yester-
day, the only resemblance the
game will bear to the one sched-
uled for last Saturday, will be
that Pittsburgh and Penn- State
are the contenders..

Weather; conditions permitting,
'the game is expected to resolve
into va passing duel,- with Bob
Bestwick arid; Bob Osterhout do-
ing the heaving for the Panthers
and .''V'ifice : O’Bara and OwenDougriefty' flinging for the Lions.

• 'Bestwick . and Osterhout will
have to be at their best to crack
the Njttariy pass defense. • The
Lions rank, first in the East and
fifth in the nation in the pass de-
fending department.

The game will mark the end of
the collegiate, careers of ten Penn
State 'gridders. In addition to
Capt. -D.6ugherty and O’Bara, oth-
ers..-who Will be playing their fi-
nal games are Ken Bunn, center:
Bill Mathers, guard; Chuck God-

Although Pittsburgh has won
but one. of its first eight games,
the Panthers go into the contest
a one to two touchdown favorite
on the basis of a rougher sched-
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lobody’s pullingthe feathers over this bird’s eyes!

.He’s spent too. many semesters in Psychology I. He knows
as any smart smoker knows that you can’t make up

your mind about cigarette mildness on one fast puff or a quick sniff.
A one-inhale comparison certainly doesn’t give you much proof to go on.

The Sensible Test. ...The-30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which

simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke on a pack

after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed.
After you’ve enjoyed Camels and only Camels

for 30 days in your “T-Zone” r(T for Throat, T for Taste)

we believe you’ll know why...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!

lasky, tackle; John Smidansky.
end; Tony Orsini, halfback;
George Jacob, halfback; Mario
Santangelo, end; and Bill Barber,
end.

George Jacob, Penn ", State’s
outstanding defensive safety,.'was
a surprise choice for honorable
mention on the all-East football
team picked for .the Associated
Press by coaches and newsmen.

The only other Penn ' Stater
named to the team was end John
Smidansky, who also ■ received
honorable mention.

The choice of Smidansky came
as no surprise since the big end
had already been selected for sec-
ond team all-state honors Thurs-
day by the Associated Press.. Ja-
cob, however, failed to rate even
honorable mention on the all-
state selections.

trade-marks mean the same thing.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY »Y

The Coca Cola Bottling Co., of Altoona, Pa.
1950, The Coca»Colo Company
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